Animal Management Handling

1 Handling Option for many Operations.
RACEWELL SHEEP HANDLERS
Precision handling for prime producers. Racewell – a name synonymous with hardy &
effective sheep handlers has built on this legacy with advanced features & technology to take
sheep handling to a new level.

KEY FEATURES
➢ Various & Adjustable Catching
Positions
➢ Weigh & Draft Automatically
➢ By weight
➢ By EID
➢ Easy Crutching
➢ Drafting
➢ Drenching
➢ Vaccination
➢ Tagging

The sheep are guided into the handler’s lead-up race.
Sometimes, they tend to want to go back, but are
prevented from backing up by anti-backing flaps along
the side and the tapered sides help prevent them
turning around. When the sheep enter the handler, the
optical sensors or ‘magic eyes’ trigger the catching
mechanism, which is an air-operated clamp. At the
same time the animal is clamped, the air-operated
entry gate closes behind them, preventing the next
sheep from entering. At this point the clamped animal
is weighed and can be tipped horizontally onto its side
for crutching and various other procedures and
inspections. For safety the rear sensors control the
entry gate and for the clamp to activate both front and
rear sensors, have to be triggered. After the animal
has been handled and weighed, a drafting gate is
opened and the sheep is released into a
predetermined pen. The entire process is done in

a matter of seconds, meaning minimal stress
on both the operator and animal.
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Animal Management Handling

A Mobile Option for many Operations.
THE RACEWELL TRAILER SYSTEM
This trailer system is extremely popular with farmers & contractors for obvious reasons. Move
farms with ease with this sturdy trailer designed to cover long distances. It features a retractable
drawbar, removable wheels & fold down working platform. The hydraulic lift makes it easy &
very quick to remove wheels & lower the whole trailer to the ground. The sheep handler trailers
come with an optional duratorque suspension for travelling longer distances and a handy pole
for mounting your shearing plant.
The Racewell HD Trailer has a strong full length chassis rail, which means it can be put down on
uneven surfaces. The fold down platform is a sturdy surface to stand & work from, whatever the
ground conditions.

If your sheep handling system needs an upgrade or
you are looking to reduce labour and make life
easier then now is the time to act! The Racewell
Sheep Equipment is ranked No1 in Australia by a
recent Kondinon report and is supported with Sales,
Installation & Service by TRURO AGENCIES
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